DENTAL HYGIENE PROGRAM ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
MINUTES

Date: October 12, 2011  Time: 6:30 – 8:00 pm  Location: Room 2513

Industry Attendance:  Tasia Harper, RDH

Faculty/Staff Attendance:  Rosie Bellert, RDH; Nikki Honey, DDS; Melinda Lane, RDH;
Tricia Noreus, RDH; Gillian Lewis, Dean of HO/PE & Business; David Cunningham, Dean of Workforce

Approval of Minutes of May 2011 meeting

Minutes approved

Program Update and Status Report/Discussion

Officers?

Should we be electing different officers? Not enough people in attendance at this time. Discussion of
recruiting new members. Suggestions from the committee: Mark Simons, Debbie Putz, Kimberley
Huggins, Kim McLaren. David will send Rosie an advisory board formal letter of recruitment.

Enrollment

• accepted 26 students
• access a clinical fee to all students
• offering first CE
• fundraising planning committee meeting monthly
• Nov. 4 Faculty Clinic
• Differential tuition?
• Deans Faculty (volunteer community or BS students as volunteer clinical instructors to be calibrated
to help with ratio in labs and utilized as subs when faculty is sick or on vacation) was discussed and
everyone thought it was a good idea and could be set up quickly because we would be using
volunteers. How would we recruit? Call BS students from Eastern and calls from community that
would like to teach.

Personnel

Dr. Becker in restorative, Kim McLaren in first year and Fall quarter an intern Alisa Amundson from Texas
University working with Michelle as mentor and evaluator.
Boards

National Boards 100% passed, Prophy Boards 2 failed but passed in Sept. Restorative Boards 2 failed, but passed in Sept. Most students have jobs at least part time or temping. One student from 2010 has still not taken the resto board.

Kim McLaren is planning a National Board Review for Shoreline and other DH schools. She will offer it an early weekend in December during break. The second year students are concerned about the timing and need to know asap or they will be signing up for other Board Reviews. Rosie will call Kim about her timing with the process so far.

Equipment and Supplies

4 new digital xray units, facilities denied vinyl flooring in the clinic, the carpet is good and not justified to be replaced unless a OSHA or WISHA law

Training and Development

- CE course offered Oct 15, Philips Sonicare sponsoring refreshments, good response from alumni and offices in the area.
- Working on gala for alumni and dental offices in the area.
- Working on Dentrix training, both front desk and digital x-ray education.
- Bolivia trip was a success! Students will be presenting table clinic on silver fluoride. Also, students will be giving a presentation at the International Week on SCC campus Nov. 16 and 17.
- We are excited about our affiliation with 112 Street Clinic and Broadway clinic, the rotating students will be put through a certified electronic training session at the clinic and expected to use the skill to use for records of patients they treat.
- New affiliation with U of W Pediatric Center—rotating 2-3 students through to be able to expose students to more pediatric care.

Submitted by Michelle Wolf, restorative lead:

- Michelle, Hanna and I are EFDA’s.
- The NG, bleaching lab is almost up and running. We will be charging $65.00 at this point for NG and still unknown on bleaching. Faculty Clinic will be a kick off date. All impressions and deliveries will occur during restor clinic on Thurs afternoons.
- All students have passed the WREB from the class of 2011. One student from 2010 has still not taken it after his last course of study.
- Implementing more interactive study sessions to prepare for the exam, by having students grade each other’s restorations, then as a group discussing each restoration. Not a requirement, but highly encouraged. This will occur Spring quarter.
- Students have created their own schedule to use chairs that are available to work independently. Now allowing students to complete restorations on independent work time. Incorporating high level of trust and professionalism in their work ethics.
I have applied for the faculty position with the WREB Restorative Committee. 2 year commitment and would be a wonderful opportunity to bring a new perspective to the committee as well as learn more to strengthen our restorative department. The position requires one or two trips to Arizona a year.

_Budget Cuts/New revenue producing ideas_

We are looking at another 29% budget cut....we have no idea of what may happen.

_Other_

_Concern about:_ the discussion of emergency coverage during breaks-risk management plan, who is on call? We thought of community dds to refer to during breaks. Rosie had contacted Jennifer Freimund, SKCDS, to ask these questions. She felt because of malpractice insurance coverage and patient of record issues, DDS’s won’t touch, especially with the WDS changes. It was brought up that maybe Dr. Becker may want to be our emergency contact. Rosie will have the discussion with him.

_Next meeting:_ May 9, 2011, 6:30-8:00 pm

_Adjournment:_ Meeting was adjourned 7:45